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(find the translation of the text in the video below)
A dinosaur runs on a treadmill, no signs of anxiety, it runs, stumbles, it continues to run. A text falls down
on him, it overwhelms him, without altering its pace. A race by inertia, certainly not a demonstration of
physical prowess. An incessant running, avoiding obstacles. Running to reach an aim that escapes and
ends up coinciding with the race itself.
The idea came to us during the first lock-down, we all thought about how chaotic life in cities like Milan
used to be. We felt like the Chrome Dino, an easter egg that Google Chrome engineers put into their
browser and with which users can play when there is no internet connection. A dinosaur runs in the
desert, avoiding the cactuses, its only purpose is to keep running, endlessly: “Dear user, even offline you
can occupy your time, as long as you run”.
The desert here is a green screen, as a contemporary place of possibility where everything can happen.
It awaits any content that can change the current landscape. Nothing happens, only hints and shades of
green.
In Andrà tutto uguale the dinosaur runs and lots of words, the obstacles, fall out on it; a stream of
doubts, of unsaid banalities, mixes with some reflections on the several meanings of the word Stress
Test. The text, as if it were a dialogue, is interrupted from time to time by the answers created by an
online AI text generator.

Translation of the text appearing in the video:
green light, free everyone / going everywhere / beyond the perspective / seeing everything / thinking
everything / my mind goes from one thing to another / an opinion on everything / to generate meaningful
words / feel from all sides / the wind against my face / running / everywhere / all the time / keeping my
feet in my shoes / people always look for someone to tell them how great they are / many, too many
shoes / the idea is that the player can hurt himself / using his own skills / feel the ground under your feet
/ it burns / the ground of other countries / regulating the flows / it carries a sign / a symbol of our history,
of our hopes for the future / green, free everyone /
to look backlight / to hear beyond the noise / it was as if a very old man spoke to me / a smooth feeling /
the transparency of green / he called the shade of green the color of gold / free all / his clear and
confident voice / at the same time / go everywhere / things are falling / I do not take them / My hands are
full, always, of other things / I can see differently, I want them to fall / they are coming / I do not take
them / like the stars / they come down / they change shape / they become a rain shower on my head / to
run / to run / to run, always / I would like to say / you can also ask her about things she doesn't know /
my heart speeds up / I would prefer not to think / I'm not sure what happens, if it's real or not, but I feel it
/ it speeds up / thinking I know before / knowing before saying / waiting / blameless / lonely / waiting /
accepting not knowing / admitting not understanding / feeling speechless / loneliness without
presumption / necessarily asking / answering in time / let's say you want to know what chance it is / to
need new things / an accelerated need / to repair myself would cost too much / we must get out of this
situation as soon as possible / a more efficient and less expensive system than this / to resist / to run / a
functional and precise use / green is a waste of time / the converted area / a hidden wear and tear /
running /
running/
to hold up, just in case / there is a lot of room for improvement / do not give in to the temptation of an
easy game / to absorb the losses / to control the alterations / to answer / to answer / adjustment / to
increase the request / there are many more enemies than before / meeting the requirements / quality is
required / good things take time / the best way to get people interested in your work is to make it easy /
there is no scale in the critical system / failure causes unacceptable damage / to run / to run / to analyze
tension / deformation / the shape covers every anomaly / the first thing to note is that there are no lines
or curves in this image / tension without deformation / vibration of the strings / vibrating / hearing
subsonic elements / reliable responses / as made by someone who has never seen anything before /
supported by sufficient reason / who decides / I would like to give sufficient reasons / they will be forced
to do what you want / they will feel as they will have to stand next to you / as in an accelerated life test /
to demonstrate / prove yourself capable / show yourself / I speak from personal experience / breathe / to
run / to maintain temperature / conditionally

